College Of
Natural Sciences and Mathematics

Jordan Incledon - A.James Diefenderfer Memorial Scholarship

Aysha Hernandez - A.James Diefenderfer Memorial Scholarship

Lorraine Corona - Miles D. McCarthy Health Professions Scholarship for Outstanding Graduating Students

Sebastian Momdjian - Miles D. McCarthy Health Professions Scholarship for Outstanding Graduating Students
**Abraham Asamare** - Kenneth L. Goodhue-McWilliams Award for Outstanding Community Service

**Jenilyn Pham** - Robert and Shirley Belloi Award for Service and Academic Accomplishment in Health Professions

**Drashuna D. Pilcher** - Professor & Mrs. Ting K. Pan Memorial Scholarship

**Jacqueline Barron** - Professor & Mrs. Ting K. Pan Memorial Scholarship
Freddi Jo Bruschke- Outstanding Lecturer

Alison Miyamoto- Outstanding Contributions to Student Success

Michael Groves- Outstanding Research

Joya Cooley- Outstanding Untenured Faculty member

Mika Perez- Staff Excellence Award
Biological Science

Nardin Georgeos- BSCR

Galt Grotke- BSCR

Kimberly Maas- BSCR

Justin Mendiola- BSCR

Kyle Poon- BSCR

Caleb Valencia- BSCR
Melissa Valenzuela- BSCR

Adriana Fernanda Gonzalez- BSCR

Heidi Nichole Brown- U-Rise

Nicholas Anthony Furtado- U-Rise

Aubree Faye Krager- U-Rise

Phoebe Kwee- U-Rise

Faye Yun- U-Rise
Shriyas Timbadia - Dr. and Mrs. Donald B. Bright Environmental Scholarship

Kristen Latour - Dr. and Mrs. Marvin J. Rosenberg Scholarship

Jordyn Neal - Jerome Wilson Memorial Scholarship

Miles Bosarge - Kenneth Goodhue-McWilliams Metamorphosis Award for Teaching Excellence

Aubree Faye Krager - Outstanding U-RISE Scholar Award
Faye Yun- Outstanding U-RISE Scholar Award

Briea Gasca- RADM Pamela Schweitzer and Mr. Paul Schweitzer Undergraduate Research Fellowship

Gabriella Funes- David L. Walkington Memorial Scholarship

Saatvika Deshpande- Dharm Vireo Pelligrini Award

Makayla Perez- Jewel Plummer Cobb Scholarship
Kirsten Clerre Rafanan- Jewel Plummer Cobb Scholarship

Gabriella Funes- Rachel Carson Scholarship in Conservation Biology (UG)

Taylor Naquin- Rachel Carson Scholarship in Conservation Biology (GRAD)

Jessica Clark- Violet Horn Graduate Research Fellowship in Ecology, Evolution, and Conservation Biology

Julia Teeple- Murray Fellowship
Barbara Orozco- Stanley Hillman and Lon McClanahan Scholarship in Plant or Animals Physiological Ecology

Gabriela Guzman- Coppel Graduate Science Award
Chemistry and Biochemistry

Celine Diep- Advancing in STEM Scholarship

Alexander Hobrath- Robert C. Bellloii Future Chemistry Teacher Scholarship

Alexander Hobrath- Wegner Family Scholarship

Adriana Rodriguez- Wegner Family Scholarship
Aline Vu - Glenn and Takeshi Nakaya Scholarship

Amanda Tsang - Lyle Wallace Service Award

Leah Duong - Mark Lackey Awards for Graduate Teaching

Rumeysa Gurler - Noorani Family Scholarship

Paulina Dole - Noorani Family Scholarship

Laura Ulloa - James Sternberg Scholarship
Chaya Belland- Brad van Mourik Interface of Computers with Chemistry Award

Patrick Carnie- Phil Berriman Award for Research Excellence with Instrumentation

Patrick Walthall- Glenn Nagel Scholarship

John Baker- Dr. Andrew and Kay Montana Endowed Scholarship in Chemistry

Dominic Milla- Dr. Andrew and Kay Montana Endowed Scholarship in Chemistry
Saray Angulo - Glorya Welch Scholarship

Christopher Badolian - American Chemical Society Award

Ugo Umekwe-Odudu - American Institute of Chemists Award

Linh Kim - Coppel Graduate Science Award

Amanda Reyes - Maria Linder Biochemistry Scholarship
Geology

Alyssa Garrett- Dr. Margaret Skillman
Woyski Scholarship

Jonathan Munoz- Dr. Margaret Skillman
Woyski Scholarship

Olivia Napoli- Dr. Margaret Skillman
Woyski Scholarship
Roberto Ruiz- Searcher’s Gem and Mineral Society Award

Jennifer Diaz- David L. Willoughby Scholarship

Ryan Mcmichael- Clemens-Knott Scholarship

Cory Stratton- Candice L. Jones Outstanding Service Award

Irvin Matamoros- Prem K. Saint Hydrology Award

Daisy Quiroz- Prem K. Saint Hydrology Award
Joana Camargo Ramirez- John D. Cooper Field Camp Scholarship

Sofia Kabbara- John D. Cooper Field Camp Scholarship

Cory Stratton- John D. Cooper Field Camp Scholarship

Sadie Durning- John D. Cooper Field Camp Award

Matias Gibertoni- Department of Geological Sciences Alumni Field Camp Scholarship

Lauren Gregory- Marilyn A. Brown Award
Jarrod Burges- Armstrong-Butcher Undergraduate Geology Conference Travel Award

Joana Camargo Ramirez- Armstrong-Butcher Undergraduate Geology Conference Travel Award

Jennifer Diaz- Armstrong-Butcher Undergraduate Geology Conference Travel Award

Olivia Napoli- CSUF Research and Instructional Safety Scholarship
Kaylee Sullivan- Outstanding Academic Achievement, B.A. Geology

David Rogoff- Outstanding Academic Achievement, B.S. Geology

Alondra Ruiz Contrera- Outstanding Major, B.A. Geology

Sofia Kabbara- Outstanding Major, B.S. Geology

Samantha Dunn- Outstanding Graduate Student Award in Geology

Caitlin Bates- Outstanding Graduate Teaching Associate in Geology
Jinka Kawasaki- Coppel Graduate Science Award

Mathematics
Brandon Avila- LSAMP

Abel Daniel- LSAMP

Dana Jackson- LSAMP

Nourhan Mahmoud- LSAMP
Annabelle Recinos - LSAMP

Jackie Cruz - LSAMP

Jordan Incledon - LSAMP
Khushi Kaushik - LSAMP

Daniel Quezada - LSAMP

Ugochinyere Umekwe-Odudu - LSAMP

Aaron Kim - James Friel Family Award Endowment
Victoria Bender- Dr. Gerald Gannon Scholarship

Alexandra Ojeda Navarro- Bonsangue Family Scholarship

Yesenia Sanchez- Farnham Family Endowed Scholarship

Jordan Incledon- Brandon Nghi Tran Memorial Scholarship

Alondra Gonzalez- The Maijian Qian and Bob Houghton Mathematics Scholarship
Sasha Tafolla- Lawrence Weill Applied Mathematics Scholarship

Terisa Harlow- Cheryl and Carl Carrera Mathematics Scholarship

Victoria Bender- Kathryn Godshalk Memorial Scholarship

Lissette Villa- Paul DeLand Research Fellowship

Aubree Krager- Paul DeLand Research Fellowship
Jaden Segovia- Ferguson Research Fellowship

Du Tran- Stiel Prize for Excellence in Mathematics

Aubree Krager- Stiel Prize for Excellence in Mathematics

Ashley Thibodeaux- Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Undergraduate Mathematics Students

Jennifer Webb- Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Undergraduate Mathematics Students
Dao Truc Quanh Bui - Rose Klein Award in Algebra and Probability for the Secondary Teacher

Jacob Keck - Applied Math Scholarships in Honor of Lila B. and Major Theodore Hromadka

Edgar Lucatero - Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Graduate Mathematics Students

Brittnie Villasenor - Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Graduate Mathematics Students
Physics

Andrew Sykes- Dan Black Family Fellowship

Raymond Hartig- Dan Black Family Fellowship

Hunter Seropian- Dan Black Family Fellowship

Elsie Romero- Dan Black Family Fellowship
Ryan Johnson - Dan Black Family Fellowship

Evan Negrete - Dan Black Family Fellowship

Samantha Lee - Dan Black Family Fellowship

Christopher Badolian - Louis and Sara Shapiro Scholarship Fund

Ryan Johnson - Louis and Sara Shapiro Scholarship Fund

Travis Counihan - Dr. Robert W. Kedzie Award
Nichole Stenersen- Dr. Robert W. Kedzie Award

Gargi Mansingh- Constance Beech Eiker and Raymond V. Adams Creativity Fellowship

Travis Counihan- Constance Beech Eiker and Raymond V. Adams Creativity Fellowship

Daniel Murphy- Nitzberg Award for Experimental Physics

Daniel Tellez- Physics Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award
Mauricio Gomez Lopez- Physics Outstanding Master's Candidate Award

Kyle Pannone- Physics Outstanding Teaching Associate Award